
Travelling 
Part 1 

 

Since I’m here in Italy, I was lucky enough to travel a bit during the autumn 

break and on the weekends. Let me share you the places I’ve been: 

1. Sirmione and Bardolino – I’ve already mentioned these places in my previous 

blog about ESN. These cities are around a lake, called Galda. In Sirmione, 

you must take a walk inside the walls of the Scaligero Castle. If you have a 

chance, go to Bardolino durnig the wine festival! It has such an amazing 

vibe. 
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2. Florence and Bologna – we spent one and a half day in each, with my 

Erasmus friends. Let’s start at the beggining: we thought it’s such a good 

idea to catch the 5:30 a.m bus so we can get to Florence early. Well, it 

wasn’t… It’s one thing that some of us (included me) couldn’t fall asleep at 

all before the journey, but the other problem was that during midnight, it’s 

really hard to head to the bus station by public transport, so this is why we 

decided to rent a car and drive there. Fun fact: we arrived way too early and 

the bus was even late. However, all our tiredness dissapeared as soon as we 

arrived to Florence. This was my second time in Florence, but still couldn’t 

get bored of it. We saw the original painting of ’The Birth of Venus’ by 

Botticelli and the Davide statue. All these for free, because with our Naba 

student card we got free entrance in Museums. Our hostel was amazing so 

we stayed up late in the evening, chilling there and decided to eat an 

icecream at around 3 a.m, which became my favourite moment of the trip. 

The next stop: Bologna. To be honest, when we arrived to Bologna, it was 

already dark and I didn’t like the place that much: it felt undemanding and 

unattractive with all the graffities and chipped walls. Also, here our hostel 

was awful. The only positive point were the students. We went out in the 

evening and met with so many students. We actually ended up playing and 

partying with them. Then the next day I also started to like the city a bit 

more. We were searching for secret canals, walking on more alive streets and 

saw cheerful graduates. 
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Our crew in the Uffizi Gallery 
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Little Venice in Bologna 

 

 

To be continued… 

 

 


